If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.
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Make Your Research Visible

DESY Publication Database (PubDB)

- High ranking on search engines
- Up-to-date publication listing
  - Including „Vita publications“
- Open-Access-Fulltexts available
  - For journals: DESY already has more than 50% Open Access percentage

- For EU funded research:
  - ARTICLE 29 — DISSEMINATION OF RESULTS — OPEN ACCESS — VISIBILITY OF EU FUNDING requires open access via a repository within 6 month of publication
  - PubDB automatically registers publications at OpenAire
  - Private sharing within your group is possible and encouraged
  - Export formats for easy (re)-use of metadata (BibTeX, Ris, EndNote, …)
• Export formats for easy (re)-use of metadata (BibTeX, Ris, EndNote, …)
You are unique.
Get an ORCID and connect your research with your name

• ORCID is short for **Open Researcher and Contributor ID**
• ORCID.ORG is a non-profit organization, transparent, open and non-proprietary
• Unique identifier for researchers, which connects those contributing to the scientific work process with their publications, research data and other products of the research process (such as software)
  • Assigns a transparent, unique, *persistent* digital identifier to **your** research results (Author profile)
• International, multidisiplinary, defacto standard
• Your privacy is protected
• Register free of charge in 30s at [http://orcid.org/register](http://orcid.org/register) ...
  and **mail your ORCID to l.pubdb@desy.de**
• **Web of Science, Crossref, Scopus, PubMed, use ORCIDs**
Submitting your publication

Short training video (3min) at http://webcast.desy.de/web/librarytraining.html
Submit

Import Data

Check for Doublets!!

New Entries

Postpone: Save & finish later

Submit to Editor
Authors:

- Names are never unique, but the system guesses possible hits (Red font)
- More than one hit: (Red font)
- Please confirm all authors (green check), or correct via edit (Edit Button)

The import already fills many fields: (e.g. Title, Author, Journal, …)

- Choose type of author: Corresponding author, Collaboration author, Editor, etc.
- Choose institution: More than one choice possible
Working for DESY: **Inhouse-Research**, even when now “Extern” (Select “DESY”)

**LKI (Inhouse Research):**
- Photon Science:
  - POF3-6211 – POF3-6215 Research Topics

**LKII (Userservice):**
- POF3-6G2 – FLASH
- POF3-6G3 – PETRA III
- POF3-6G13 – XFEL

**No POF:**
- POF3-899 ohne Topic

**Thumbrules:**
- DESY-Author: **LKI** (no 6G* 1st entry)
- Beamline: add **LKII** as 2nd entry (6G*)
- POF3-899 ohne Topic only in exceptions
- Only external authors (check carefully):
  - Userservice: **LKII no LKI**
Experiments:
- Facilities (R&D)
- Beamlines (DORIS / PETRA / FLASH)
- Experiments (z.B. LHC: ATLAS)
- Measurement at external facility (für all external measurements)
- No specific instrument (Theory or experiment can be assigned)

Fulltexts:

Choose a file:
- Main document
  - Main document
  - LaTeX
  - Source
  - Additional File
  - Audio file
  - Video file
  - Script
  - Data
  - Figure
  - Schema
  - Graph
  - Image
  - Drawing
  - Slides
  - Authors fulltext
  - Restricted fulltext

Post-Referee for OpenAccess!
Publishers Version!
Journal Publications

Publish or Perish

- **You must ask for permission before submitting to a journal**
  (DESY Publication rules: Link at [http://library.desy.de/publicationsdesy/](http://library.desy.de/publicationsdesy/))
- The DESY Directorate asks all scientists to preferable publish in **Open Access Journals** ([http://library.desy.de/open_access/](http://library.desy.de/open_access/))
- Publications in hybrid journals are not encouraged
- For subscription journals (Closed access)
  - Do not simply sign the copyright transfer agreement!
  - Make sure to keep your rights for your own figures, pictures, … by using a CC-BY license.
    State this explicitly in your paper: „All figures, … by the author under a CC BY license”
  - Elsevier has a „short license agreement“ that they provide on request (contact oxfordcopyrights@elsevier.com or the library l.publishing@desy.de)
  - Use your right to make your own version(s) e.g. the „Post-referee version“ publicly available in the publication database
  - See also [http://library.desy.de/publicationsdesy/recommendations/faq/](http://library.desy.de/publicationsdesy/recommendations/faq/)
- **Submit your publication to the DESY publication database** ([http://pubdb.desy.de](http://pubdb.desy.de)) including fulltexts (your own for the public and the publisher version for internal use only)
Need more Information?

Do not hesitate to contact the library for further information or in case of questions

Maren Stein
l.publishing@desy.de

Martin Köhler
Kirsten Sachs
Robert Thiele
Alexander Wagner
Thank You
Publish @ DESY

- According to the DESY publication rules in the „Geschäfts- und Betriebsordnung“(https://goo.gl/d2Mlm2) all scientific publications with at least on DESY author must be approved prior to publication.

- DESY is an (Open Access) publisher since 2001 and has the right to assign ISB-Numbers (ISBN)
    See http://library.desy.de/publicationsdesy
  - Books, Proceedings:
    Contact the library l.publishing@desy.de

The DESY library gladly supports you in the publication process:
- Copyright questions & Author contract
- Open access options, …
- Please ask your library. We are pleased to help ( l.publishing@desy.de )